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Dow Trials

ASB Judiciary in Fourth Day
By 6INA THAI’ GER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ASB Judiciary postponed its
decision on charges against one
student and made a recommendation to Pres. Robert D. Clark on
another during the fourth day of

Dow protest hearings.
The judiciary granted continuance on charges brought against
Richard Kaufman due to lack of
representation. The justices questioned whether he had been properly notified of the charges. His

Protesters Ask Action
On Parking Problem
ity KATHLEEN LA( KEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Students and leaders of Commuters Organized for Parking
Spaces (COPS) met yesterday
with Dr. William Dusel, executive
vice-president, and presented a
list of demands, giving the administration until Feb. 12 to take
action.
COPS is demanding five changes
in the present parking regulations and faculty-staff lots.
Dr. Du.sel said, "We must find
some way to alleviate this problem and I feel that the answer
lies in organization. We need to

plan car pools and change lot
limitations. In other words, we
need reorganization."
COPS members said that they
had organized to try to bring
about action before the more militant members of commuters resort to violence and illegal
measures.
Dr. Dusel said he felt that parking priority should be given to
employees and staff because of the
loss to students if the faculty is
unable to hold to schedule.
"A faculty member who is late
deprives the whole class of his
presence and instruction," he said.
Jeff Mullins, COPS member,
* * *
said, "We do not wish to bring
undue attention to SJS by threatening the administration with violence by carrying out massive
demonstrations which have a habit
of leading to violence."
He said, however, that they
would use the month until Feb.
12 to strengthen the COPS organization.
Ironically, the Parking CommitByron Bollinger, assistant super- tee met today for the second time
intendent of building and grounds, all semester, announcing that pos(Continued on Page 3)
sees no hope that the present parking problem at SJS can be solved
soon.
"I realize parking is a problem,
and it will be one for the next
two years," he said. "And before
the new parking garage on Ninth
St. and San Fernando is completed,
many lots will be closed to make
Snow Queen for the 1968 Winter
way for new buildings."
Bollinger said that new parking Carnival will be announced today
lots must be laid out only in areas in the Cafeteria at 12:30.
The girl chosen will reign over
not designated for new constructhe week-long Winter Carnival
tion.
’’We can’t afford to pay $5,000 which will be held during semester
grading and paving a lot that will break at Heavenly Valley.
Ten semi-finalists for the title
be needed in the next year or two
include: Toni Cameron, Karen
for buildings."
For more than 2,000 faculty and Meadows, Barbara Faust, Peggy
employees, there are a total of Wykoff, Beatrice Elliot Kathy
856 parking spaces including 200 Sims, Joan Gray, Jeanne Rubick,
reserved in the parking garage. Sharon Kehoe and Maureen Black.
Girls in the competition have
This means 1800 spaces in the
parking garage must accomodate been judged in categories of fathe thousands of students who shion, personal appearance and
poise. Snow Queen will be awarddrive to school.
The State Public Works Board ed transportation to the Winter
approved the acquisition this week Carnival and all expenses paid,
of a $51,000 parcel of land for the while the princesses will receive
free lodging.
new garage.
Judging the semi-finalists are:
Plans for the garage are ready
to go into working drawings now Dr. William Dusel, executive vicebut no date for completion has president of the college, Raymond
Mosher, San Jose businessman,
been set, Bollinger said.
"It takes time to buy the land, Valerie Dickerson, last year’s Winhire the construction crews and ter Carnival queen and Ken Bryant, Spartan Daily editor.
get started," he said.
The Winter Carnival ticket
"We may change the system
costs
only 50 rents and will give
3)
on
Page
((’ontinued

No Help Due
Commuters
For Awhile

case has been postponed until
Monday. Kaufman failed to appear,
did not send a representative, or
present a written defense to the
Judiciary.
Thomas Fink, represented himself against charges of "disorderly and vicious conduct and misuse
and distruction of state property."
He refused to give a defense other
than a "political defense" because
of instructions from his attorney.
His case will appear before municipal court.
Fink’s defense was that he was
against the "genocide being committed by this country" and that
a broken window was insignificant
compared to people being killed
or police officers "beating up students." A fellow student, Dave
Letotuneau, was permitted to
speak in Fink’s defense.
Fink was accused of picking up
a metal chair and throwing it
through the Administration building’s door, shattering the glass.
He was identified from a film of
the demonstrations that was also
shown to the judiciary.
Police Officer Kenneth Hawkes,
who was inside the Administration
Building at the time the chair was
thrown, said he saw Fink throw
the chair. He made a positive
identification of the defendant. He
did not arrest the defendant at the
time but "believed he was taken
into custody at a later time." He
could not say where the defendant
got the chair.
The Judiciary reached a decision, which will be forwarded to
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
today. The recommendation cannot be revealed until Pres. Clark
makes his decision.

Winter Carnival

Queen Selection Today
the student $15.00 in lift reductions, for the five day carnival.
Other benefits include admission
to the free dances, meal discounts,
and room rate reductions.

if a Spartan Shops election proposal does not meet with AFL-CIO
approval.
Rex Kennedy, director of the
AFL-CIO affiliated Union of State
Employees (USE), Local 411, said
yesterday that "a genera) AFLCIO strike is a possibility" if his
union is not satisfied with a bargaining election proposal drawn up
by the Spartan Shops board yesterday morning.
"It was our original intention
to call for a strike until Spartan
Shops drew up the proposal this
morning. We should receive the
recommendation Friday and will
decide what to do at that time,"
Kennedy continued.

USE DEMAND
The proposal came as a result
of the USE’s demand that Spartan
Shop’s current contract with the
California State Employees Association (CSEA) be voided.
The collective negotiations
agreement was signed Dec. 15,
1967 by Spartan Shops and CSEA.
Spar tan Shops recognizes CSEA
as the official bargaining agent
for full-time cafeteria employees.
Kennedy contends that the
agreement between Spartan Shops
and CSEA is illegal.
He contends that the USE
should act as the employees’ barCHARLES LLOYD
gaining agent because "the CSEA
... Performs Friday Night
is not a union. It is an employer
dominated association."
Kennedy said that according to
a legal opinion handed down by
State Attorney Thomas Lynch.
state auxiliary organizations may
enter agreements with unions.
In answer to Kennedy’s demand,
Charles Lloyd, Jazzman of the carry them onshocks on a glor- Spartan Shops agreed to arrange
a special election to see if cafeYear, will perform with his quar- ious level."
Communication, his prime con- teria employees would favor USE
tet Friday evening at 8 in Morris
cern, is achieved by drawing free- over the present CSEA agreement.
Dailey Auditorium.
Sponsored by the College Union ly on a wide variety of styles
ELECTION ARRANGEMENT
Program Board, the performance from calypso to hootchy-kootchy,
Glenn Guttorrnsen, SJS business
is free to holders of faculty or stu- from Bartok to Indian rages.
manager, said Spartan Shops
dent body cards.
would "arrange an election" if any
Tickets may be obtained in the
cafeteria employee submits a reStudent Affairs Business Office or
quest.
at the door.
Applications for the spring seGuttormsen said an employee
Newest prophet of New Wave mester editorship of Sparta Life, would have to submit a written
jazz, Lloyd doubles on tenor sax campus feature magazine, will be request with Spartan Shops manand flute. Other members of the accepted in JC104 by the Depart- ager William Felse by Jan. 15,
quartet include pianist Keith Jar- ment of Journalism and Advertis- for an election.
"CSEA headquarters is aware
rett, bassist Ron McClure .and ing through Wednesday, Jan. 17.
Selection of the editor is by a of the USE’s attempt to invalidate
drummer Jack DeJohnette,
the contract. They have attorneys
Versatile Lloyd sprang into na- faculty committee.
tional prominence two years ago
at the Monterey Jazz Festival and
more recently in London. In the
annual Down Beat jazz poll Lloyd
was recently named Jazzman of
the Year. The group itself was
named second best among the
many excellent combos assembled
By JOHN WALLAH
In other business, the Council
today.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
appointed, for the third year, a
"My music," says Lloyd, "has
Academic Council, Monday in a special committee of seven which
shocks. People need shocks to
relatively short 90-minute meeting, will deliberate on Outstanding
took the first step toward increas- Professor and Distinguished
ing student participation in the Teaching awards.
A few council members argued
administration of the college.
Currently students are voting against the awards on the grounds
for advisory members on 12 of the that it is impossible to compare
Academic Council’s 26 operating the excellence of teachers and
committees. The resolution passed choose one over the other.
Debate on the matter was efLee said Student Council next Monday that will increase this
fectively cut off when Dr. Peter
hopes to arrange for Assemblyman participation reads:
Jose)
Buzanski,
"All
operating
committees
that
a staunch advocate of
(D.-San
John Vasconcellos
directly affect students should the awards and chairman of the
to speak on campus.
Lee also said that he declined have student representatives on committee which proposed their
continuation, said:
San Jose Attorney Bruce Oneto’s their membership."
These committees interpret and
request that Oneto be allowed to
"There is no reason to argue the
debate Bradley on the subject of apply Academic Council policy as point any further." Another counpart of the administration of the cil member replied, "Yes, God,"
allowing 18-year-olds to vote.
Time limitations and the fact college.
and the policy was voted into efthat Oneto and Bradley have preThe resolution is mainly one of fect.
viously debated the subject on TV intent. Specific recommendation
The Council also adopted prowere two of his main reasons for on the number of students that cedures aimed at clarifying the
declining the request, said Lee.
should be added to each commit- status of faculty members who
Bradley’s talk will be topical tee will he formulated soon. Stu- lack doctorate but claim special
and there will be a question and dents probably will not be added consideration that would give them
answer period. It is open to the to these committees until the be- pay equivalent to professors who
public.
ginning of next school year.
have the doctorate.

Jazz Quartet To Perform
Friday at Morris Dailey

Editorship Open

Participation Bill Links
Student Administration

, r
Bradley To Explain
riday
About His Views on SJS
Students and faculty will have
a chance Friday to question State
Senator Clark Bradley (R. -San
Jose) about his recent statements
concerning SJS.
Bradley will appear from 10:30
to 11:30 Friday morning in Morris Dailey Auditorium to speak to
the college community.
Student Council passed a resolution three weeks ago inviting
Sen. Bradley to speak on campus.
ASB Pres. Vic Lee explained that
Bradley’s appearance will be the
first in a series of Student Government sponsored talks by prominent San Jose lawmakers.

ready to fight this to the letter
of the law," said James Lioi, president of the SJS chapter of CSEA
"They (USE) started agitating
right after the contract was
signed. They claimed they didn’t
have time to organize," Lioi added.
Kennedy said his union would
be "much more effective" in negotiations with Spartan Shops,
"We have the whole AFL-CIO.
If we went out on strike the
Teamsters Union would go out
with us. This would stop all food
delivery. With the CSEA, a strike
would not be effective. They could
keep the place operating with students," Kennedy said.
The current controversy netween
Spartan Shops and USE began in
March 1967 when both CSEA and
USE indicated a desire to begin
collective bargaining.
Spartan Shops conducted negotiations with both groups until the
Dec. 15 agreement was signed
with CSEA.

Sigma Chi
Still Waiting
For Solution
By BARBARA KYNE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Sigma Chi fraternity, expelled
from SJS in November, is still
waiting for its national headquarters to reach a "meaningful
solution" with the State College
Chancellor’s office.
"It could come tomorrow or it
may be a year or more away,"
Tom Doolittle, chapter president,
said yesterday.
SJS withdrew recognition of the
fraternity because of "discriminatory practices" by its national officials in the selection of local
members. However, Doolittle said
the fraternity has not been hurt
that much by the expulsion. "We
will feel it during the spring rush,
however," he added. Sigma Chi
cannot participate in the InterFraternity Council rush next semester.
The fraternity’s members are
still occupying the chapter house,
located on the southwest corner of
10th and San Antonio Streets.
This is state-owned property and
the occupants are now renting the
land as private individuals, according to C. Grant Burton, executive dean and director of Institutional Studies.
A new business classroom building is planned for the lot on which
the fraternity house is now
cated and construction is set to
begin next fall. As a result, the
house will be torn down sometime
this summer, Dean Burton indicated.
Doolittle said that the fraternity has not yet begun to look for
another home, but that it would
rent a house before school started
in September. He added, "Even
though the fraternity has been expelled. I see no reason why we
should not continue to rent the
house from the state since we are
doing it as private individuals.
Recognition should not be a
factor."
Dean Burton explained that if
there is no immediate need for
such property, the state will rent
it "for good income."
"I think it would be punitive
action to go to property acquisition
and get these boys dumped out,"
Burton said yesterday, referring to
Sigma Chi members.
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udiciary’s Past Difficulties Influence Dow Cases
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second in
part series describing the history, role and funs.
tient of the ASS Judiciary and explaining the
Judiciary’s part in resent campus disturbances.

By BILL WRIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In spite of the apparently complete and
= legal basis for its authority, the ASB .1udiciary has had several problems in recent
years. The effects of these difficulties are
= now being felt as, the Judiciary hears the
flow demonstrators’ cases,
In the spring of 19f36, an attempt was made
F. by several students to recall Student Scaly
E President John Hendricks. The required signatures were gathers on a petition and presented
? to Student Council which was supposed to
= call an election. Student Council passed a
E resolution in favor of recall election by the
= required majority and the resolution was sent
S to the ASS President.
E
For reasons that are still ocensionally de?

ti
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bated, Hendricks vetoed the resolution calling
for his recall and Student Council upheld the
veto by a much greater margin than had been
obtained in the original passage of the mo.
tion. The ASB Judiciary upheld these actions
as being constitutional.
PRESIDENT’S ACTION
A group of angry students gathered at
College President Clark’s home late at night
and demanded that the president take action
against the student body president. As a result, President Clark met with representatives
of the student recall movement, the ASH
president and the attorney general and chief
justice of the Judiciary. President Clark then
established a precedent -setting commission to
Investigate the actions of the ASB government
in dealing with the recall. The effect of this
commission was to supersede the jurisdiction
of the ASS Judiciary.
The commission. eomposea entirely of fires
W1111111111 I I I I
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tiny members and administrators, found that
all parties concerned - Ifendricks, the Student Council and the Judieiary
- were
"innocent" of any wrong doing hut had acted
in accordance with a very vague section of
the constitution.
President Clark then established a second
commission to study the ASH Constitution
and suggest. changes and revisions. This seeorgi eommission included both students and
faeolty members. Again, this commission
superseded the normal channels of authority
and responsibility within the ASS governmental sty-whirr. This commission met for
almost a year with no ronelusive result.
The second major problem confronting the
ASS Judiciary recently was the contested
election of John Brockman to the Student
Body Presidency in the spring of 1967. Bruck man and others were accused of violating the
ASS Election Code during their campaign by
listing several candidates names on a single
111111111111 1 I I I I 111111111111 I I I I 1 111111111111
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piece td campaign literature and knowingly
distributing this literature on campus.
Cases were brought. against Ihnekman and
several other candidates. Bruckman based his
case on two premises: It that he had no
knowledge of the preparation or distribution
of the literature, and 2) that it is unconstitutional according to the United States Constitution to abridge a person’s rights of free
association and freedom of the press.
RRUCKMAN VIOLATION
The ASS Judiciary found Snickman guilty
of violation of the ASS Election Code without.
eonsitiet ing the ronstillitionaliir of the code
Bruckman filed an appeal with President
Clark in accordance with the precedent set in
Hendricks’ case. Bruckman filed his appeal
in written form instead of orally as was done
with the Hendricks’ recall demonstration and
Included several citations froni the U.S. Constitution and various U.S. Supreme Court
decisions in defense of his position. Dr. Clark
I I I I 1111111111M

vornoosi,1 en t !rely
formed another vommiii
of faculty members I,. Iwar Bruckman’s request. for an apmil.
The decision of whether or not to hear an
appeal was taken from the Judiciary and
given to another ad hoc commission that did
not include student members. The commission
and the future actions of the Judiciary were
further hampered by Dr. Clark’s decision to
disallow any discussion of federal or state
eonstitutions or statutes. This effectively destroyed Bruekman’s defense and set the
precedent, that. such constitutions ran be
overlooked at need.
The conclusion of this ease was rather unusual. Bruckman was disqualified from the
office of ASB president and the charges
against all of the other students were dropped.
All those whose names were printed on the
questioned piece of literature were elected
and took office, most of them are still serving
heir terms.
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Staff Editorial

Right to Information
Any bureaucracy is noted for the
vast amount Id administrative red tape
that hampers its ability to deal effis’ivnt l s ith problems that arise within
its ranks.
Ft is campus. unfortunately, is no
exception. perhaps because the so-called bureaucracy in the state college system stretches all the way from its indiv idual campuses to Sacramento.
This situatiiin becomes even more
deplorable when it also hampers the
easy flow of information among administrators. faculty. and students on
campus.
Harry Edwards. for good or for ill,
thrust Si S into the national limelight
at the beginning of the semester. And
the Dow demonstrations only furthered this fame.
The result is that the events taking
place daily in the Tower and Administration buildings on this campus have
taken on far greater importance.
These events, as they affect the re.
sidents of this college community in
particular. are public domain and
should be made available to the public.
But the task of seeking out this information becomes just as difficult for
a college reporter as it does for the
average person simply interested in the
events shaping the development of this
institut
.
These reporters in many instances
either have found administrators on
this campus constantly inaccessible or
apparently adept in giving them "therun.itround."
.-ntl this has occurred most notably
with -tones of particular importance
to the college community. especially
those concerning the Dow demonstrations. the problems of Negroes on this
campus. and the Greek system.
If. as generally assumed in a democracy. a newspaper has a responsibility
tip its readers, college administrators

certainly have a similar responsibility
to the college community.
The college community unquestionably has the right to "full information
of its affairs." But this means that the
administration and its staff must make
themselves 1110re accessible and. more
importantly, more frank.
They indeed, have an obligation to
F.M.
up in there."

Hot Pursuit

"open

Guest Room

After Certain Point
By JAMES BARR
The San Mateatt
College of Sam Atateo
In November. 1956, a cry for help came
from Hmegury. The Hungarians revolted
and for a brief time gained their freedom.
But eventualls the Russians attacked with
force and crushed their bid for a better
life. Throughout Hungary’s cry for help
the t elite(’ States government refused to
come to its aid.
For the last 300 years the American
Blacks base cried for help, not to Russia
or any other Communist country, but to
their own government, the United States.
Throughout the Blacks’ cry for help, the
United States government refused to come
to their aid.
At last the Blacks are reacting to the
dilemma into which we have forced them.
Sure, we lease passed laws saying they are
equal and giving them rights, but did we
have to? No. Their rights, like the white
man’s rights, are stated in the U.S. Constitution. Yet, we have to tell ourselves that
they. in short, are people too. The Blacks
know that they had rights for years; its
only the whites who have to be told dial
the Blacks have rights.
Wht.re does the fault lie?
*
*
*
The Vietnam War continues at a horrible pace, bringing us closer and closer
to total oblivion. We drop more and more
bombs on North Nietnam in hopes of
bringing the enemy to their knees. Of

Protest Is Useless

course, this is absurd. bee:erase the more
we bomb, the more Nees resist and the
more help they receise from their allies.
s and set, nothing is
The war cont’
done to curb it. Many people express their
oppositi .... to tlee war, beet that’s us here
it stops. ’flee war continues absurd as it
may seem. in spite of these people.
Where does the fault lie?
People in India. ire Red China, in other
parts of the world . ant I. ses, esen in America are thing in poser’s. No real effort is
made to allesiate this geometrically increasing problem. We have tons of food in
surplus here in America. And, yet, that’s
where it stays.
Population growth prediction for the
future is scary. V. ithin 200 years the population of the world will be nearing 60
do ally.
bill
people. But does ale

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or AS8 number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.
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Finals Pretty Worthless
For Intended Purpose
By BARBARA PARKER
One bit of information known to every
person at SJS is that final examinations
are, only a few (lays away. The pressure is
now on, but for what reason? These end
of the year tests are totally inadequate for
esaluating a student’s performance from
September to January.
Both students and faculty seem to stiffer
from this ag ’zing experience. A very
different atmosphere is apparent on campus since students returned from the
Christmas holidays. Carefree smiles, intense debates awl friendly chatter have
been replaced by somber, sleepy-eyed
faces and irritating jibes. The library Is
now more popular than the Seventh Street
forum. All of this is caused by that traditional end of the- sentester event called
finals week.
V. hat is the reason behind the long
dreaded week? Traditionalists would answer, final examinations assess the amount
of learning a student has managed to retain since last September. Enlightened
faculty members agree this is false. Effective cramming can help students make the
good grades as well as conscientious and

perpetual study Inebits. ’The best that can
be said about finals week is it improves
a student’s endurance under extreme
duress.
One professor defined a good final
as one that is a meaningful
examinat’
experience for a student. Otherwise, he
s and 15 minutes
considered the two I
wasted. Many exams are highly refined
instruments of mental torture.
Is there any vvay to re-move this disastrous ending to esery semester? The
SJS policy demands that a final examina.
tion be given in each class. This ruling
allows the professors to improvise front
there. Rumor is some finals consist of
students signing their names on a piece of
paper. Eve-n that can be a problem after
108 hours of constant I k reading.
Attest eseryone on campus would agree,
finals are pretty worthless for their intended purpose. As long as the policy remains, the-re seenus to be no cure for the
disease. But, next semester along with
other reform movements now in process,
zip me up for the demonstration against
finals.

thing besides hold their breath for a seeI and proceed to discuss how great
Gary Behan %vas this year or anything not
60 unpleasant?
*
*
*
\Viten. does the fault lie?
The fault lies in the liberal. The Negro
and the Alexican-American know where
thee consemetives stand. The conservative
doesn’t really make a big deal about
hiding his stand.
’flee liberal speaks of helping human
beings, beet does nothing about it. People
are dy ing and war continues, but the liberal keeps talking.
In vonelusion, the liberal hasn’t settled
ans thing substaratialls. We. including myself, talk to the wind. Tlie perpetual problems of today An ill grow worst and worse,
while the liberal refuses to reform Ills
attitudes and take that first step to begin
to alit-% iate theni. We can protest as much
as we want against our present system,
but at a certain point it becomes useless.
It becomes useless because we haven’t set
down any concrete solution to the existing
system.

By BOB KENNEY
It is now about eight weeks A.D. (after
Dow I. But it’s so quiet. Is this the San
Jose State campus? Now the Adn . i ........
time Building actually looks, well, like an
Administration Building. Where has the
action gone? What was the question we
set out to answer?
One of the persons we asked was a
Mister X who has been hiding in the
bushes across from the Administration
Building since November 21. Ile refuses
to give his name, saying only he is observing the- situation for a certain Senator.
now." He
"Dirty Commies, any n . ...
said clutching a baseball bat closer to
his side.
"How do you view the situation, sir?"
"Bad, ver bad no terrible." And
he muttered something into the- walkietalkie he held in his other hand.
"Bad? Terrible? What do you mean?
There’s nothing happening."
"That’s just it, they’re up to something.
Any minute now they’ll erupt and," he
gave his walkie-talkie a little pat, "and
when they do the Senator will be the first
to condemn it as Communistic and unAmerican."
We left him and wandered over to the
Engineering Building to speak with the
man with the TV camera who has been
seen on the roof for the past month.
He was snoring, wrapped up in his
sleeping bag. "Huh?" He said juinping up.
"Something happening?" He reached for
his camera but we stopped him.
"We just wanted to talk with you, find
out why you’re staying up here."
Little tears came to the corners of his
eyes. "1 was vacati
g in Pasadena when
the demonstrations occureel here. And
since I work for a local TV station I borrowed their only working camera to take
my home movies. So the station didn’t get
any shots. The chief said if that happens
again .. . "
He wiped the tears away anti began
crawling back into his sleeping bag.
"Say," he said, "you don’t suppose you
could get anything going? Just a little
something? It’s getting awfully cold up
here."
We were leaving the building when
suddenly we saw a figure with a golden
harp and long, white flowing robe walk
in front of the Administration Building.
We stopped hint.
"You, you’re not here observing the situation for someone else too, are you?" And
we bowed our heads respectfully.
"Hey creeps, leggo the costume, willya!
l’m on my way to a party." And as he
staggered down the street his harp began
to gurgle.
MORAL: Two days in the national news
do not a Berkeley make. (OR) For those
of you looking for action at SJS, find a
party ...

Reveille
By WYNN COOK
When you get a parking ticket your
first thought is "Oh, hell, I’ll pay the $2."
But when you collect three in one day
you can’t help but say, "Let SJS pay the
Sk"
Impossible, you say? Especially when
the culprit lives within walking distance
of SJS? Read on and become a believer.
9 a.m. -- Drove to m .... icipal court for
class which investigates legal proceedings.
Parkeel at
I
meter.
10:03 a.m. - Retrieved overparking ticket from windshield and proceeded to
SJS for 10:30 class.
111:17 a.m. -- After stopping for two
accidents and four extremely slow pedesInflame, decided I had to park near campus
to make class on time.
10:26 a.m. -- Parked in space on Third
Street and fill,-el up one of those one-hour
meters again.
11:30 a.m. -- Retrieved car and pocketed
citation No. 2. Proceeded to apartment,
parked car on Williams Street and entered apartment. NO more parking problems today.
12:15 p.m.
Proceeded to 12:30 class.
Swore at car on the way to SJS. Stared
enviously at the half-full faculty parking
lots on the way and decided to devote my
life to education.
4:45 p.m.
Returned to my apartment.
A B-plus on a mid-term I thought I’d
blown persuaded me to forgive San Jose
and 5.15. Noted parking ticket on my
car’s windshield.
5:00 p.m. -- After devoting 15 minutes
trying to decode the handwriting on the
ticket and figure out where I had erred,
proceeded to phone. Car was well within

an authorized space and 1 was well on the
way to irrationality.
5:10 p.m.
Police department told me
I was overparked in two-hour zone.
5:12 p.m. Noted
a single two-hour
zone sign, well obscured by a tree in the
middle of the block. If that establishes
a parking zone, I’m going to buy a good
pair of roller skates.
That was a month ago. I paid the two
meter tickets. They didn’t tell me a way
to attend a 50-minute class and make a
round trip to a car that totals 15 minutes.
Nor did they tell me how they manage
to have an officer at the meter the precise moment the little red flag pops up.
I have been fighting the other one
valiantly since then, and it has only increased to $8. That’s not a had trick,
parlaying two nickles into 312. But it isn’t
income and they won’t let me deduct it
as a business expense either.
I’d like to discuss this little problem
with you some more, but I have to he
excused. It’s time to put another nickel
in the meter. I’ll have to run, but there’s
a good short cut through that empty
faculty parking lot.

NotableQuotes
President Johruion, commenting on a report
on the social and economic state of American
Negroes:
The gap between Negro and white levels
of living in America is still large deoPite
progress. What is most troubling is that
many of the worst slum areas of
"
life is not getting better for NegroesI.
getting worse.
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;Court Action
To Limit S.F. Instructor Defends Youth’s
I Pickets Fails Claim of U.S. Hypocrisy

SNOW BUNNIES competing for the SJS Winter Carnival crown
are (top I. to r.) Toni Cameron, Karen Meadows, Barbara Faust,

Commuters Face
Delay in Solution
To Parking Woes
((ontinued from Page 1)
next year in the present garage,"
he said. "There has been a great
deal of missuse of key cards. We
may do away with semester rates
and make it strictly 25 cent parking all the (line, as is done in
many of the State Colleges."
Regulations on parking come
through the Academic Council and
in the form of directives from the
Chancellors office.
"When the rules are set up, I
carry them out. I don’t set policy,"
Bollinger said.

Parking Problem
Protesters Meet
With Administration
(Continued from Page!)
sT)le completion date of the new
parking garage is 1971, that two
faculty-staff parking lots will be
closed in the next two years and
that no parking has been provided for the 600 residents of the
new dormitory.
The committee listened as Byron
Bollinger, assistant superintendent
of buildings and grounds told
them that under present policy,
faculty and staff gets first choice
on parking priority.

Third Heart Transplant Patient
Continues Rapid Recovery
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
(AP) Dr. Philip Blalberg’s condition continues to improve daily,
Groote SchtuT Hospital announced
yesterday. One week after Blaiberg received a new heart in the
world’s third such transplant operation.
"There are no untoward signs
or symptoms whatever," said the
latest bulletin on the 58-year-old
retired dentist. Dr. Christian N.
Barnard said Monday that Blaiberg may be sent home "in another
two weeks if he continues to do
as well as he is doing now."
The hospital said Blaiberg still
Is receiving drugs to combat the
body’s tendency to reject foreign
tissue but radiation treatment has
not been found necessary.
Barnard, who directed the team
which performed the transplant
operation on Blaiberg, told a news
conference today that cortisone
could have caused the critical condition of American heart transplant patient Mike Kasperak.
Barnard said he had no news
from the United States about the
cause of Kasperak’s internal bleeding, but noted that severe stress
can cause an ulcer and bleeding.
Blaiberg knows of Kasperak’s

Newman Services HEARKEN!
Moved from Center Hie ye hence to SHAKEY’S
To New Church
from whence commeth good
The Newman Center has shifted
its 5 a.m. Sunday mass to newlyconstructed St. Patrick’s Church,
Eighth and E. Santa Clara Streets.
The services had been held at the
Newman Center.
This mass has distinguished itself by being "college oriented."
Guitars and banjos are used for
musical accompaniment and students perform the various duties.
Daily masses are still held at the
Newman Center.

things to eat and drink and
much merriment. And at special student rates, yet.
M17-19,
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AFROTC Test
The AFROTC Detatchment at
SJS has announced the final date
for the Air Force Officers Qualifying Test, a prerequisite for the
AFROTC two year program,
The test will be given on Saturday, Feb. 3 on the fourth floor of
MacQuarrie Hall according to Col.
George Browning, professor of
aerospace studies. There are about

-P1,..to by Jim Koki
Peggy Wykoff, Beatrice Elliot, and (lower 1. to r.) Kathy Sims,
Joan Gray, Jeanne Rubick, Sharon Kehoe and Maureen Black.

10% off
on any PIZZA
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1
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Tel Mfi...66
%I. Swamp,
1.1:.2,..$7

1568

Meridian Road

critical

condition. Dr. S.C.W. Bosman told the news conference that
Blaiberg commented: "That is very
bad luck."
But Bosman said the news of
Kasperak’s condition was not
worrying Blaiberg. Bosman is one
of the three senior doctors keep-

ing a 24-hour watch on Blaiberg.
Bosman said Blaiberg sat on
the edge of his bed for 15 minutes
yesterday, swinging his legs.
In the evening, Bosman said,
Blaigberg sings "Brahms" Lullaby in German. The doctor called
this good therapy.

FRA:\ .SCO (AP,
.ed San FranciAro EleWSpoper8
ht a court order yesterday
111111 log the number (it pickets in
the fifth day of a strike by the
AFI..C10 Mailers Union.
At tol riejs for !tie San Francisco Ne.o. -paiier Planing Co. appeared i hoth ved.ral and Sm.
m the morning, but
lacked the necessary papers to get
c1o111 act ion.
They %Sere scheduled to return
It’’ in the day before Judge
Charles S. Perry of the San Francisco Superior Court.
Negotiators of the San Francisco Newspaper Publishers Associat ion and the Mailers Union met
aolay night and agreed to Fesalt,’ talks this afternoon in their
year-old contract dispute.
Automation was a major factor
in the dispute.
Mailers have been without a contract since March, but they struck
only last Friday night after both
the Hearst evening Examiner and
the independent morning Chronicle were closed by an "informational picket line" from Hearst’s
struck Los Angeles Herald-Exarniner, which is continuing to
publish.

By JUDIE DECKER
Youth’s complaint that American ideals are hypocritical has
some basis in fact, according to
Walter Johnson, Mitts of the 10volume "Papers of Afflai E. Stevenson" Lind currently professor of
history at the University of
Johnson, speaking in Coneert
I tall yesterday, cited
Atnerical illusions which lead to youth’s
disenchantment with the democratic proeess.
"First is the illusion that we
have a complete democracy when
in fact we have only an approximate democracy," he said. The
mistreatment of minorities
throughout American history is

one example that this American
ideal is only an illusion.
Many Americans believe that
"since we have a free society it
will automatically continue," Johnson said. "But," he continued,
"Each generation has had to
struggle to expand human rights."
The third illusion is the illusion
of American omnipotence. "Americans believe that We are Innocent
and virtuous and would never
misuse our power. Fur more than
other nations we have transformed
our wars into crusades," Johnson
said.
"When other, nations have expanded, they did so for selfish
reasons," he said. "But when we
did so it was for high ideals."

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY NIGHT 10:30 P.M.-11 P.M.

BEER-10c A GLASS

MAGOO’S HIDEAWAY
123 SOUTH 4th
ACROSS FROM SJS LIBRARY

Get
a whole term’s reading
under your belt
in only one week!
If you are an average student carrying
a standard study load, you have the capacity to
readin just one weekevery single textbook
for every single course in your curriculum.
What’s more, you will fully understand and
remember what you read for a long, long time.
The way to this singular accomplishment is via Reading Dynamicsthe educational breakthrough that enables people to
read thousands of words a minute without
skipping or skimming; with excellent comprehension, great enjoyment and remarkable
recall. Learning to read dynamically is like
making the transition from a bicycle to a
Jaguar XKE.
Reading Dynamics really works. In
fact, it works so well and with such consistent
success that every course is backed by The
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute’s
firm Performance Warranty to at least triple
your reading efficiency.
This is a minimum promise, for literally thousands of the Institute’s graduates
have learned to read four to ten times faster. They read an average
novel in about an hourall the articles in TIME magazine in 25 minutestextbooks at the rate of 15-20 pages a minute.
These people aren’t "brains" or mental freaks. Many are individuals who once read as slowly as youpoking along at the national
average reading rate of 250-400 words per minute. So don’t be em-

barrassed about your slow reading. Most of
your friendseven your parents and teachers
can’t read any faster.
Reading Dynamics offers you a permanent escape from the sluggish reading rut and
the negative effects it has on your grade average and free time.
Although learning to read dynamically
requires no special talent or aptitude, mastering this wonderful skill is a lot like learning
to play a musical instrument. This means that
just acquiring the simple, basic techniques
won’t turn you into a speed reading phenomenon overnight. You have to practice every day
no great hangup since you can apply some
of this Reading Dynamics "homework" to
your normal school or pleasure reading.
Best of all, once you attain and continue to use your new reading skills, your
speed gains are permanent. And if you lose
the habit of using this skill, you can always
come back to Reading Dynamics and take one
of their free refresher courses.
Reading Dynamics is the definitive rapid reading system in the
world today. And the most flexible. You can use it for all kinds of
reading even detailed, complex materials like science, history and
economics textsin one-third the time it takes you now.
Come to one of the free demonstrations listed below and find
out how Reading Dynamics can work for you. No kidding, it really will!

and
1146 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.

Law students advocate PSA

See free demonstrations this week.
You could win a valuable scholarship.
SAN JOSE
Hyatt House

PALO ALTO
Rickeys Hyatt House

Wed., Jan. 10, 8:00 P.M.
Thurs., Jan. 11, 8:00 P.M.
Sat., Jan. 13, 10:30 A.M.

Wed., Jan. 10, 8:00 P.M.
Thurs., Jan. 11, 8:00 P.M.
Sat., Jan. 13, 10:30 P.M.

Performance Warranty

Fly south for only $11.43 From San Jose airport

to Los Angeles,
$13.50. San Diego

Electra Jets $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$17.78 and $19.85. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.

Maim asiservatleis
Now Coll
PACIFIC SOurnAtSIAPII,NeS

Your Campus lop.
lob Dourgarlan
298-5892

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute pledges to increase a student’s
reading efficiency by at least three times.
The Institute will refund a pupil’s entire
tuition if, after completing minimum class
and study requirements, he fails to triple
his reading efficiency as measured by our
beginning and ending tests. Reading efficiency combines rate and comprehension
not speed alone.

D

EVE INN WOOD

READING
DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICES
WAI NIT
SACRAMENTO
SAN
EstrO SANTA ROSA
K
1212 4th St.
FRANCISCO
1175 I OtAIR1 SI.
542-6647
MO Market St.
444-8277
431-1837
434-0707
SAN JOSE IBERKFITY OAKLAND PAT 0 Al TO FRPSNO
129(3 N. First St. 2118 Milvia 1924 Franklin 771) v, h Road 485-8801
327 1991
835-4200
2934881
549-0211

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynarnii s Institute, Dept. 10
1924 Franklin, Oakland, Calif. 94612
Please send descriptive folder and schedule
1.11.48
of (lasses in my area.
NAMF
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BEAU TIES

"Anointed" Debuts

ENGAUED

Weekend Run for Original Student Play
The 1110111Ird.. /111 Ur1i4111:11
play by Maria Rout, SJS student, will be presented Friday
and Saturday night at 8:15 in
the Studio Theater.
The play was chosen by the
SJS Drama Depaitment for

Nui ihwest
Drama Conference at the College of Mann, where it will be
presented Wednesday through
Saturday, Jan. 25-27.
Dr. Harold C. Crain, professor
of drama, is directing the play.
ctnilpel t.t,til

It

In.. Kennel
Nt IN in eit.aLe
of lighting, with J. Wendell
Johnson as set designet, Robert
Ryan as costumer and Joyce
Ludwig as asssitant director.
The play describes the struggle between Louis, an island
doctor, and Abe, the new missionary who has come to bring
God to the natives. The doctor
has an almost mystical hold on
the natives which the missionary sets out to break.
Louis expresses his dilemma
this way: "Whatever I wish to
do, God is in my way. Whatever
God wishes me to do, I am ill
my way."
Miss Rout says her play discusses man’s unsolved problems.
"Man makes a choice, but that
which he does not choose,
tempts him."
The cast includes Christopher
Bricker as Louis, Paul Myrvolt
as Abe, Jana Sheldon as Renee,
Cynthia Reid as Martha, Brenda
Miller as Minah and Chan Chark
Louis as Dulan.
Tickets are on sale at the
College Theater Box Office. Admission price is 75 cents.

tile

Delicious Food
Reasonable Prices
Delightful Atmosphere
Free Parking

1401 S. First St.

Susan Lund, junior occupationof Phi Mu from San Mateo to
Kenneth Bower, employed at

Judith Palmieri, secretary at
I. Magnin from San Francisco,
to James Rauh, senior journalism major from San Francisco,
and member of Sigma Delta
Chi. The wedding date is set for
September 7.

PERCUSSION ensemble practices for -Second
Symphony for Percussion’ by Anthony Cirone.
The ensemble will perform the symphony along

Tomorrow

evening

the

pre-

miere of Anthony J. Cirone’s,
"Second Symphony for Percus-

Cirone is currently the first
percussionist and assistant
timpanist for the San Francisco
Symphony, under the direction
of Joseph Krips.
_
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His musical composition is one
of the largest works written for
the percussion ensemble and
takes approximately 36 minutes
to perform.
Cirone is a graduate of Juilhard School of Music in New
York where he studied with Saul
Goodman of the New York Philharmonic. Cirone also studied
theory and composition under
the direction of Arnold Fish and
Vincent Persichetti.
Also presented for the evening
will be the first movement of
Darius Milhaud’s "Concerto for
Marimba, Vibraphone and Orchestra." Linda Lorren Pimentel,
graduate student, will be the
soloist for the concert. Mrs.

Food Stamp Plan Eases
Students’ Financial Woes
The state of California has

A.

Not always. A smaller
stone of finer color and more
precise cutting -to show the
fire -can be considerably
more valuable than a larger
gem of less quality. Cutting,
color, clarify and carat weight
are all important factors. As
a member of the American
Gem Society, well help you
strike the right balance. AGS
affiliation is awarded only to
those jewelers who qualify on
the basis of gemological
knowledge and high ethical
standards. Come in soon and
let us explain the "Four Cs"
of diamond value to you.

efeja,
MORT
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come to the rescue of college
students in their daily struggle
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FOLK & BLUES
WORKSHOP
Open Mike Wed-Thurs,
8-11:30 PM
The New Tangent, Palo Alto
117 UniversityMinors Welcome
326-3890 or 325-8488 $1.00
Illogifirnaha Theatre, Friday-Smorday
Flamelmo-Sunday

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
$55. per student/month
4 to an apartment
plus a $35. refundable
cleaning deposit
heated pool
BEST LOCATION ON
CAMPUS

KILLION HALL
315

E.

San

MGR. Apt. 10

Fernando
297-0643
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OPEN 24 HOURS AND EVERY 1101MA Y
610 Coleman Ave.
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coffee
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beginning February 4,
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19 SO

The program was established
through the Food Stamp Act of
the United States Department of
Agriculture in 1969, in order to
"safeguard the health and wellbeing of the nation’s population
and raise levels of nutrition
among low-income households."
II has been available to persons
living in Santa Clara County
since March, 1967.

Barbara Cross, SJS graduate
student in secondary education
and member of Gamma Phi Beta
from Los Gatos to Bryant Nelson, senior real estate and insurance major and member of Sigma Chi from San Jose. The
wedding is planned for August
10.
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Eligible students will be given
authorization card s, enabling
them to puichtLse stamps each
month at any branch of the
First National Bank. Those who
apply are requested to bring
rent receipts, letters addressed
to their present address, wage
statements, and receipts to show
expenses, such as medical bills
and working expenses.

Cynthia Whitt ed, junior
speech correction major and
member of Gamma Phi Beta
from Escondido to Tom Rutter,
graduate in business at Long
Beach State and member of
Delta Upsilon from Encino. A
June 15 wedding is planned.

for your late night
study break

-REELS 1/2Hand
,)HODS
toLatfoRs PARADISE
Guns-All Typos
WE TRADE-RENT-BUY
GUNS and
4NSUIA (Ott

For students with a monthly
net income, for example, of from
$80 to $100, a monthly $18
stamp purchase will buy $24
worth of food. Four-hundred
grocery stores in Santa Clara
County, including all the major
chain stores, are participating in
the program.

99

DOI

WE BUY,SELL-TRADE-RENT
GUNJ-.’"GT

food

ucts. How many stamps the student may purchase is determined by his income.

same CollIre, sophomore
speech therapy major and member of Gamma Phi Beta from
Brea to Robert Carter, senior
social science major and member of Theta Chi from Los Altos.
The wedding date is set for August 3.

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
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Limited Supply
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2 WOODS REG.
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99C

7999

their

purchasing power through the
California Food Stamp Program,
a voluntary plan which offers
food stams at a discount.
Interested students may apply
at the branch of the County
Welfare Department from 8 a.m.
to 9:30 p.m. weekdays in the
county where they reside. They
need not be permanent residents of the county.
To be eligible, a single person
must have to monthly net income not exceeding $160. A
monied couple without children
must have a monthly net income not exceeding $190. The
program has an income eligibility scale for families with up to
10 children.
Qualified students may buy a
regular number of food stamps
each month. With these, students may purchase any food,
except certain imported prod-

Karen Prouty, senior medical
technology major and member
of Chi Omega from Temple City
to Ken Rollston, attending Columbia Law School, from Sepulveda. A late summer wedding is
planned.
Maureen Jones, senior home
economics major from San Jose
to Joseph Standlfer HI, employed at General Electric Co. as
distribution clerk, from Santa
Clara. A late summer wedding
is planned.

Pimentel has recently been selected to appear as soloist with
the San Francisco Symphony
under the direction of Arthur
Fiedler during this summer.
The main selection for the
concert incorporates nine percussionists, which includes four
mallet players, orchestra bells,
xylophone, vibraphone and marimba.
The remaining musicians will
perform on the various standard percussion instruments including the bass drum, snare
drum and cybaLs.
Musical selections from Bobby
Christian, Morton Gould and
Alan Hovhaness will also be
heard. Admission is free.
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with other numbers in Concert Hall tomorrow
night at 8:15. Cirone is currently first percussionist with the San Francisco Symphony.

Percussion Ensemble To Give
Premiere Recital Tomorrow
semble at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
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Spartan Coaches
Build Winners
By 1/1.N
ANST1NE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Spartan basketball coach Dan Clines and his assistant Stan
Morrison are winners. Glint’s, as head coach, and Nlorrison, as
freshman mentor, are in the midst of their second seasons at SJS
and are beginning to build a program that will eventually put
their eagers on top of the %Nest Coast Athletic Conference.
To say that both are winners maycotton contradictory when
Clines had a 9-15 mark last year and Morrison’s (rush finished
at 7-12.
But last year u as the first season for Glint’s and Morrison at
their positions and it will take time before their recruiting begins to produce.
This year’s varsity club is young with only three seniors
playing, but more important, the youth has talent.
Not just average, run-of-the-mill ability. but raw potential,
that, if effectively taught to perform the finer points of college
basketball, can give SJS a cage team that even the wildest imagination could not fathom.
The 1967-68 Spartan team is a perfect picture of inconsistency with its 6-5 record. They barely eked out a 81-77 win over
Cal State at Hayward, a team they should have beaten soundly
by at least 20 points, and then one week later lost a 82-81 heartbreaker to Utah, the nation’s seventh -ranked team.
But whether the sophomore-laden squad is playing at its
worst or best, it is always exciting to
SOp1101110reS Coby Metric’s, Bernie Veasey, Dave Malkin and
Steve McKean make their share of mistakes on the floor, but
their raw ability still make then’ exciting to watch despite their
inexperience.
6-10 Dietriek has the potential to ix- one of the nation’s
best by the time he is a senior, anti %Casey isn’t too far behind.
Dietrick’s progress in just one year has beers phenomenal and
Clines has called Veasey his most improved player.
But the player that characterizes Clines’ running offense the
most is guard Tia,i Holman.
Holman, a 6-1 junior front Oakland, is continuously in movement and his enthusiastic, helter-skelter style is a great example
for the other players and it tends to be eontagious.
His hands are lightening fast, enabling him to make several
steals a game, his passing has become more accurate with each
game, and his shooting has improved immensely since last year.
In his last three games he has scored 18, 18, and 15 points.
Morrison’s fermi!’ team has the best material of any other SJS
yearling club in recent years. Players like Darnell Hilman, Buzz
Nyguist, Dave Trials, C. J. Howard and Pat Hamm all made allconference teams in high school and are players with unlimited
ability.
Both varsity and freshman teams are disciplined, wellcoached clubs on the floor, with Glines and Morrison emphasizing teamwork instead of individual performances.
Just by talking to Clines and Morrison it is easy to discover
where their players get the enthusiastic, aggressive attitude that
they display on the basketball court.
The two coaches’ personalities also aid their recruiting and
if the group that they have brought to SJS in the past year is
any guide to the future, top-notch players may become the rule
instead of the exception at SJS in future years.

The,

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAM OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

GARAGE
EUROPA
ISO LINCOLN AVENUE

295-9082

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

50 COPIES
$240
(81/2 x 11 One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and rises proportionately *epitomical

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minutes)

0

Yell Leaders Gone

1

(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

The Spartan Pep Wind playa its lively, brassy music
at all of SJS’ borne basketball games and it does an admirable job.
But for the eager’s six home games this season, the
musicians have taken on a dual role. While they’re not
playing their instruments, they have been doubling as yell
leader* or at least have been the lost enthusiastic group
at the games.
The crowd of more titan 1300 at last Saturday’s SJSSanta Barbara game was the largest of the year its Spartan
Gym, but although the band attempted to lead the fans in
cheer, the spectators still sounded like a small group gathered at a funeral through most of the game, instead of an
aroused crowd boosting their team towards victory.
Where have our yell leaders been since football season
ended in November? According to Charlie Brown, one of
the yell leaders since last winter, new yell leaders were to
be elected before Christmas but the voting was delayed
1 this week.
This is fine, but why aren’t the yell leaders who are
still responsible for the activity, attending the games in an
attempt to ignite a spark strider Si S’s listless fans.

;FV:40.7%415,Wer-A05020~.07144,144.W.:.’",..44.W.W......01,..With,

NorCal Novice Judo Meet

the outcome. "We look to these
Spartan gym will be the proving tournaments for our future brown
grounds for many of tomorrow’s and black belts," he said.
brown and black belts as novice
Judokas from all over Northern
OVER 21?
California will compete In the
AAU Novice Invitational TournaPhoto by Wm Kosk

ABBRA, CADABBRA Spartan Dick
puts a magical hex on the ball with
in a recent game with Nevada. The
lege transfer from Menlo College is

Groves
his hands
junior colaveraging

4.5 points per game and is a sharp shooter from
15 feet. A 6-5 forward, Groves has seen alot of
action coming in off the bench.

In every sense of the word, the
1967 Spartan water polo team can
be called an All-American team
today. San Jose landed six ot its
seven starters on the All-American
team, according to rankings released yesterday by the Water
Polo Coaches Association.

Greg Hind, SJS standout and
second leading team scorer, won
a spot on the coveted first team.
A second team All-American last
year, the junior stands a good
chance of representing the United
States next fall in the Summer
Olympics.

Frosh Cagers Split
With Weekend Foes

Joining Hind on the first team
are Gary Sheerer and John Parker
of Stanford, Jon Shores and Barry
Weitzenberg of U.C. Berkeley, and
Stan Cole and Jim Slatton of
UCLA.
Senior Jack Likins, San Jose’s
leading scorer, won a spot on the
second team along with his
brother, goalie Bob Likins, Bob

Linane, and guards Chris Guenther
and Steve Mortara.
"We had a little trouble getting
going because we experimented a
lot," said coach Stan Morrison.
"I was very pleased with the
rebounding of Linane and the allaround play of Lehner who was
our top scorer with 16 and Mortara who got 13," said Morrison.
Tomorrow night the Spartababes face a tough St. Mary’s
fresh club that has been averaging
more than 100 points per game.
Saturday, coach Morrison’s crew
GREG HIND
tackles the University of Pacific
... All-American
freshmen, a team that has scored
almost 100 points a contest.
was voted to a second team berth
Both games begin at 6 p.m. in last year, Jack to the third team.
the Civic Auditorium.
Winning honorable mention as
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111U All-Americans for the Spartans
were Steve Hoberg, Dennis Belli
and sophomore Tim Halley. Ho3 berg repeats as an honorable men5 tion winner, Belli and Halley were
The finals in the soccer tourna- selected for the first time.
FALL SPORTS
This is the largest contingent
Second semester basketball team ment will be held tomorrow night
from San Jose to will All-Amercaptains must attend the meeting with Allen Hall meeting Kura
ican honors, something which will
today at 3:30 p.m. in MG201. Kura in the championship bracket
la. "very tough to duplicate in the
Seeding of the teams for the sec- and Oldies but Goodies facing Me
near future," according to water
ond semester tournament will take and Them for third place.
The first swim meet of the sea- polo mentor Lee Walton.
place at this meeting.
UCLA, undefeated for the Past
The finals in the annual pre- son is tonight at 7 p.m. The six three years, and ranked first in
finals
the
will
swim
in
finalists
seascat basketball tournament will
the nation, placed five on the Allbe held tomorrow. The "D" divi- Friday beginning at 3:30 p.m.
American teams, as did second
of
bowlfinal
week
the
This
is
at
3:30
p.m.
and
the
begins
sion
ing competition and Lambda Chi ranked Stanford. Berkeley, Long
"A" division tit 7, 8 and 9 p.m.
Alpha No. 1 is leading with a Beach State and SJS placed six.
Spartababe cagers, hurting from
the holiday layoff, dropped a
98-82 decision to Hamilton Air
Force Friday but rebounded to
topple Ohlone J.C. 88-73 Saturday
and extend their record to 8-3.
Against Hamilton, who gave the
Spartababes two of their three defeats, center Chris Hillman was
hampered by a pulled leg muscle
and could manage only three rebounds.
Pt Hamm bothered by a bad
knee was also held in check.
The Spartababes came back the
next night to stop a weak Ohlone
team with a new starting five
consisting of center Al Graves, forwards Chris Lehner and Pat

Intramurals

The
CIRCUS

record of 24-9. Moulder Hall is
second with 23-10 and Sigma Nu
No. 2 is third with 21-12.
_

Haircuts Only
$2.00
Ladies Neck Trim

BILLIARD PARLOR
OFFERS A

Oa .m.-6
0 0p.m.

STUDENT RATE

Monday -Saturday

PER PERSON
WITH ASB CARD
Special Rates For Coeds
4t1, & SANTA CLARA ST.
OPEN UNTIL 3 a.m.
SAN JOSE
297-9657

SPECIAL

STEAK $199
DINNER
I

YLHF

interlude
SANTA

ment starting at 6 prn.
Yosh
NCAA

Uchida,

coach

(tampion

of

LAWS

SAN I

RAY’S
BARBER
SHOP
3rd & San Carlos
(across from
McDonald,’ Hamburgers)

Finnininfinimmnininitiontommi

NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED

the

Spa rt an Judo

team, will be very interested in

Six Spartan Poloists
Make All-American

50 PER HOUR

Globe Printing Co.

Sports Editorial

Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.- 3 p.m.
294.6535
40 Bassett St.
San Jose

BAHA’l FIRESIDES
Monday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 8 P.M.
Tuesday: 1050 South Twelfth 4r7A S.J. 8 P.M.
Wednesday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 7:30 P.M.
Sunday: 1028 Mellott Drive S.J. 8 P.M.
Friday: 232 South Tenth #2 S.J. 8 P.M.
Saturday: 2576 Suisun Ave. S.J. 8 P.M.
Thursday: 881 Daffodil Drive S.J. 8 P.M.
Phone: 248-5081
All WelcomeRefreshmentsNo

Collections

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
South
10th
Street

FLU and FINALS

E. William

A Bad Combination

Our Medications are a Sensation!

The place to go!
sooth t0th P. E. William

JOSE

z

PRESCRIPTIONS

64 S. 2nd DOWNTOWN

NOW THRU SAT. JAN. 13th

1st TIME TOGETHER!
3 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNERS!

GIRLS ...IS EVERY SJS MALE
AN "ALFIE?"

"YOUARE GOING TOMMY
11FIE’ VERY MUCH."
Magazine
LIFE

PARAMOUNT /SCUM presents

AL

(11IMINNOIO FOR PluME MOIFACES)

MICHAEL CAINE 3 AIRE

wwwwiss2nd Mad Hit!
"IRRESISTABLE"

"GEORGY
GIRL"
JAMES MASON
LYNN REDGRAVE
ALAN BATES

rd Mod

"HOWLINGLY FUNNY"
N. Y. TIMES
VANESSA REDGRAVE
DAVID WARNER

"MORGAN"
HE’S KEEN!

January
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’ Federal Grant Awarded
Spartan Shops Tell Income To Nursing Department

Last Fiscal Year

Mrs. Wenonah Brichatto is the
first student to receive aid from a
federal grant for public health
cafeteria, recently released earn- consists of faculty and student traineeship in nursing, recently
ing figures for the fiscal year end- representatives. Profits were dis- awarded to the SJS Department
tributed to various student activi- of Nursing.
ing June 30, 1967.
Part of the $11,000 Department
ties after proper reserve provisions
of Health, Education and Welfare
had been made.
These reserves include 8400,000 grant awarded to SJS has been
for the new student union building, given to Mrs. Brichatto, a nursing
The 1968 Alien Address Reports *00.000 for the bookstore add.- major, who is also a registered
are now available in the Foreign tion and equipment and $153,1i7 nurse.
Students Advisor’s Office in the for equipment replacement in the
According to Mrs. Mary R
Administration Building, Rm. 201. cafeteria.
Lawrence, associate professor of
The campus bookstore will move nursing, the grant can be used
Report forms can be obtained
from Miss Crow or Mrs. Foster. into the new College Union when either to interest upper division
All foreign students must submit it is completed during school year students to go into public health
fields or to encouraged registered
1968-69.
the reports this month.
Spartan Shops Inc., which operthe campus

ates

bookstore

Spartan Shops Inc. is governed

and by the Spartan Shops Board, which

Foreign Students

nurses to return to college for
public health training.
The traineeship grant pays college expenses and offers a living
allowance.
SJS Department of Nursing was
selected as a grant recipient because of its required internship
program and courses for nursing
majors in the field of public health.

SINGLES? COMPATIBLE?
Let the stars tell you.
For free questionnaire write to:

Astro-Match Ltd.
1674 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
10019

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BABYSITTER NEEDED for 2 child. Room
& board w. priv. room or salary. Weekends free. Start at 2:15 p.m. Near IBM.
Car nec., will pay car allowance. Call
225.4890.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11
SALESMAN WHO CAN work in college
mkt., trei- and sell while in school at
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In. $150 to $200 per week with 75 yr. old
clude stamped envelope, Idlewild Pub. respectable life ins. co. Must be aglishing Company, 543 Frederick, San gressive. Phone 37t4177.
Francisco,
TOWER LIST CARDS may be turned
HOUSING 15/
in at the student activities office, room
174, Administration Building. Buttons
that are good for discounts on the tow- NEED 3 ROOMMATES TO SHARE
er list are free to those filling out cards. house. $43/mo. each. Conveniently loVOX CONTINENTAL ORGAN used 5 cated. Call 294-4426.
Now have Hammond. $500. Rick FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED share
292-2222/292-2352 C/O Jaguars with 3 others. 470 S. 11th St, 286-4746.
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.

--Photo by Mi. r -,ban
Sanchez, operator of the tow company is scheduled to lose his business license Jan. 14, according to San Jose police.

An Ace Tow truck, a police officer, an unhappy
student and an impounded car. This has been a
familiar scene the past semester at SJS. Frank

Sanchez Still Towing Cars
By WV’s S COOK
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Frank Sanchez is still towing
cars in San Jose.
The owner of Ace Towing Co.,
who has been declared "morally
unfit" to hold a business license
by both Superior Court and San
Jose City Council, was supposed
to lose that license, Monday at
midnight.
Sanchez’ attorney filed an appeal
which extended that deadline to
midnight, Jan. 14, according to
San Jose police.
Late Monday evening, Sanchez
towed away the 1961 compact car
of Barbara Lee. 20, a junior sociology major. Miss Lee said she
knew the car was illegally parked
"for about five minutes" while
she visited friends at 381 E. William Street.
According to a witness. Charlie

D. Payne, Sanchez arrived on the
scene at around 10 p.m. He was
unable to move Miss Lee’s vehicle
because of the proximity of another auto which was legally parked.
A statement given by Payne to
police indicates that Sanchez entered the latter car by prying
open the wind wing with a wire
device. While Sanchez steered, one
of his assistants pushed the car
onto the sidewalk.
Miss Lee’s car was then towed to
Sanchez’ Virginia Street lot, and
the legally parked car was It ti
on the sidewalk, according
Payne’s statement.
Miss Lee states that she te ent
to the Ace lot, where she wan informed by Sanchez that It would
cost her $75 to retrieve her car.
Approximately
25
onlookers,
three patrol cars and six patrolmen

Spartaguide
TODAY
Sigma Nu Alpha, 3:30 p.m., FIB 209. Nominations.
Pi Alpha Nis, 7:30 p.m. J-101.
Elect ions.
Society for Advaneement of
Management, 7:30 p.m., Sweden
House. Elections.
Tau Deita Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE 3.
Elect ions.
Phrateren, 5 p.m., Royce Hall.
Formal Initiation, 5:30 p.m., Sweden I
Student NisriseAlibikeinfign, 3:45
pm.. FIE 405.
Pre-registration for History Ma /ors and Minors, today and tomorrow. CH 241. 8:30-1130 a.m. and
1-3 p.m. Students must secure permit from advisor or in CH 134.
Spartan spears, Lost and Found.
In front of Spartan Bookstore, all
day.
Recreation
Dept., advisement
period for recreation minors this
week and Feb. 12, 13 and 14, PER
113,
TOMORROW
Momper Fldelbs Societ;k. 6:30
p.m., FIE 2. Elections.

All Women’s Council, 3:30 p.m.,
Royce Hall Lounge.
Sigma Nu Alpha, 7 p.m., HB
405 (Sr HR 408. Dr. Henry Mayer
will speak on Vietnam.
Angel Flight. 7:30 p.m., HE L
"Coffee And’
Arab-Amerlean Club, 5:30-7:00
p.m. Cafeteria A. Lecture by Dr.
Edward Azon of Stanford. "Why
Inter-Arab Political Integration."
11.111e1 FounciL 7:30 p.m., ED 210.
Panel Discussion on Saul Bellow.
Foreign Students Advisor’s Office. 1965 Alien Address available
in Mm. 201. Must he completed
1) :ill ft trehm students this month.

STUDIO
292.6778
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
ROSILAND RUSSEL IN
"ROSIE"
plus
"ROUGH NIGHT IN JERICHO"
DEAN MARTIN AND
GEORGE PFPPARD
DISCOUNT WITH ASH CARD

Change a winter diploma
into a spring passport
to overseas service
Winter graduates who apply for Peace Corps service by February 10 ran be overseas by early summer in any one of 25
programs ranging from education to smallpox eradication in
Thailand ... Togo
India ... Brazil ... and dozens of
other countries.
Moil this coupon twiny. Expect to henr from t19 tomorrow.
Arpin ant Parviras Peace Corps, Washington, O. C. 20515
Name’
trim

went to the Ace lot at around
10:30 Monday evening. It is not
clear who notified police.
When Miss Lee protested the
$75 fine. Sanchez waved his finger
near her face and said, "One more
argument out of you and it will he
$100."
Initially. Miss Lee said Sanchez
wasn’t going to permit her to retrieve her purse from the impounded car, It contained money, meal
card, driver’s license and other
important articles.
A police offices: accompanied her
back to Sanchez’ office and her
purse was returned. Everyone left
II p.m.
the scene by I

’Urban Villagers’
Book Talk Topic
Dr. Henry Pit(’hforil. associate
professor of sociology, will rCVIPW
Herbert J. Gans’ study of "The
Urban Villagers" today in cafeteria
A and B at 12:30 p.m.
An area is not a slum unless it
is harmful to its residents according to Gans. Dr. Pitchford said he
was able to achieve an understanding of an entirely different enviroment and to develop insights into
this way of life.
Dr. Pitchford is the last faculty
book speaker of this semester.

FEMALE: 2 CONTRACTS for large
TRUMPET PLAYER NEEDED for local room with kit. priv. Erin Castle. $42.50/
,o.s.,.r.nng group -- The Jaguars, Barry mo. 295-9997. Ask for Dade or Vicki.
287-2651 or 252.9616. 292-2222.
12 ACRES ON BEAR CREEK. Creek
frontage, redwoods, seclusion, 11/2 miles
AUTOMOTIVE 121
from Boulder Creek $22,000. $7,500
down, balance good terms. Call agent
MAKE OFFER: 1965 HONDA DREAM. 408 438-0400 or eves 408 3774357.
Low mileage 305cc. Like new 356.2052.
20 ACRES. $850. per acre in Santa Cruz
’56 CHEVY STATION WAGON: R/H. Mtns. On improved County Rd. A per2 new fire,, auto, trans., fair condition. fect hide-a -way. $6,000
down. Good
$140. Call after 6 p.m. 292-6573.
terms. Call agent 438.0400 or eves. 408
650 TRIUMPH TR6. Rebuilt engine. New 377.4357.
electric, paint, seat - extras. $400. Call
LARGE ALMOST NEW turn, 2 bdrm.
Janet 293.3680.
apt. 1/2 blkn to campus. Lease until June
’67 HONDA 90, like new $250. 170 IS, $170 per month. 292-9400,
(Girls
miles on it, auto. clutch. Call 225-8026 only.)
after 6 p.m. 171 Bangor.
’63 VW. EXCELLENT condition. 39,000 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED: 3 or 4.
miles, cleaner than a ’68. $1050. Call 4 bdrm, flat. $160/mo. Call Don, 2957399.
294-2927 ask for Steve Lambeth.
WANTED: MODEL A. - DUCE metal
fenclor<. Condit:on unimportant. Ca’l
296-5506 after 530 p.m. Need fast!
’65 PONTIAC GTO. 4-speed positive
fri
low mileage. Excellent condition.
En.
"or 293.8126.
or best offer. Call
’58 MGA.
29,
’66 OPEL.KADETT SS. v,

tRIed & Numb.- rl

(City)

Maior
May bine Crud 0

(State1
Other

Information only [1 Application only II
Application & Information r 1
.1entii miens re. elver. tiv February se wit/ he rrinilifnrerl for tiering prigrami
i

1..44411.1ml

L.

gni

GIRL ROOMMATE WANTED immediaely. $47.50/mo. 5 S. 13th St. Call
287-6732.

FOR SALE ())

3 Hershey Bars

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

Sc

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of S2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

3
4
5
6

Puritan Oil Co.

Add this
amount for
each adds
honal line

491, & William
6111 & Keyes
10th & Taylor
17th & Julian

limn
linos
linos
lines

Two days

DAY CLASSIFIED AD
FOR THIS SEMESTER.

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.56-

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50

.50

.50

o

Call at:
Classified Adv.

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
rl Lost and Found (6)

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds possible on cancele ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

Floe days

2.40
2.50
Y-911- -Ulf
3.40
3.50
3.90
4.00
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
El Far Sale 01

an ad:

Send in hagidy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

CLASSIFIED RATES
One day

To Place

1:30 to 3:30

GIRLS-GIRLS
TELEPHONE SALES
PART TIME after school. No exp. nec.
just a pleasant voice. Hourly wage +
bonus. SJ Jr. Chamber of Commerce
Promotion. Apply Consumers Sampler
Adv. 586 N. 1st St. rm. 226. 292-2422.
GIRLS - $240 PER WEEK + tips or
$6 per hour. Full or part time waitresses
ar dancers - must be 21 and prove it.
Costume furn. For appt. & info. call
244.4475. the ??? House. 375 S. Saratoga Ave. San Jose.
WANTED: RESIDENT CLUB managers.
Mature couple to menage resident club
Cr r .1+111 Tales Must be adaptable.
,
to needs of others and able to
,
retarded young men to gain
,a-virandence. Live in, husband Cr wife
iv work elsewhere. Apt., board, $300
salary. Call Mrs. Steven: 297.
a t

Minimum
Three lines
One day

SERVICES 181

Daily

HELP WANTED 141

10c

Kleenex

MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273.

Office -J206

SURFBOARD, 9’ 6" Yount, in excellent
.-ondition. Handles well: is stable. Have
to see to behove. 2981976.
FM RECEIVER, CALRAD & antenna $60.
Golf clubs and bag. $40. Call 295-8252.
PORTABLE STEREO, GE. Near new. Escellent condition. Guaranteed cartridge.
560. Call Ken 295.6967 evenings.
FOR SALE: 2 new hubcaps. 14" (fits
new Chevy.) Call 252-9658.

CIGS
19’

PERSONALS 171

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, tree service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
TYPING
REASONABLE
EXQUISITE.
&nil by miss Carey - call 293-4700.
higher
slightly
Close to SJS. Mimeo
per page.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
243-6313, 9 a". to 8 p.m.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER’- Aware
Photography. Absolute artistic quality.
Thom Dunks 287.1795.
TYPING, EXPERIENCED, FAST, neat
work. 21/2 miles from SJS. ThesiSi term
papers etc. 298-4104. Mrs. Aslanlen.
MATURE WOMAN desires typing a/
home. Reasonable prices. Cell 244-6581.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
in JC127 1:30 to 4:30 daily except
Wed. or phone 968-0944 anytime, Jim
Koski.
TYPING: FAST, ACCURATE, guaranteed. Editing on request. Call 259.51111.
Electric typewriter.
PROFICIENT TYPING. Elite electric
guaranteed. Call 243-0947 week days
after 4 p.m. & 9 a.m. weekends.
TUTORING-PHYSICS, CHEM, enqr.,
bus., econ., math. Regis. engineering &
MBA major. $3.50 hr. 294-1722.
TYPING AND PROOFREADING term
papers. Reasonable rates. Call eves. after 6 p.m. 258.0199.
TYPING DONE ON IBM EXECUTIVE
TYPEWRITER in my home. Call 378.2615.
TYPING DONE- term papers, etc. Fast,
MALE ROOMMATES WANTED. Inquire accurate and prompt. Call 264-8630.
at 41 S. 1Ith St. or call 286.6913. or
293-4779.

INHERIT 200 BEER BOTTLES! Need I
male roommate now! 3 blocks from cam- FOR RENT: LARGE attractive room in
pus. $42.50/mo. 598 S. 9th * 16. off campus home, quiet, private, girl
preferred, kitchen priv. $55/mo. 294287-2973.
5138.
’62 FIAT 1200 .innsTert. Condition good SPACIOUS APT FOR 2 women in ap.
t.,.
,
.
p.
$500. Call 244.7531 proved housing. Must sell both contracts 1 ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR luxurious
for spring semester at Kennedy Hall, living. Royal Lanai apts.. #48: 2245
Leon; Ave. No phono. Come over.
Call 287-0340.
’60 CHEV. IMPALA 4’dvor. 1.’. rn rne
-hu
- auto. tretas - err new SENIOR GIRL NEEDS ROOMMATE TO
share 2 bdrm. apt. Royal Lanai. Spring
LOST AND FOUND Is)
’64 PONT. CATALINA
2
-r HT semester. Call Dale 259-2294.
PS PR
stereo GIRLS: 2 IDRM. FURN. apartment LOST: 1/2 GRN. CAT, male. dl. grey
$130. Also 3 bdrm. apt. Modern $160. tiger w/white feet & chest. Vic. S. 8th
& William on 12-20. Call 287.2936.
’64 VW RADIO & HEATER. 45,000 mi. I/2 block from SJS. Call 292-1327
Sunroof. new tires, runs great. $1095
Contact Wayne 294-1729.
2 CHROME ASTRO RIMS & Firestone
tire, 8.15.15, for Chevy. rims like new!
Call Mark A.nnis 294.6019.

& ’ale
ar pa,eents
te C.’
-7,7392 after 6.
’62 FORD ECONOLINE van. Good cond.

Current Address
ColInge
Availability. Winter Grad. 17]

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
furnished aoartrnert. $47.50/mo. 57 S.
15th St. #2. 297-4434 after 6 p.m.
1 OR 2 GIRL ROOMMATES for spring.
Deluxe 2 bdrrn., 2 baths duplex. Car
needed. $40 ’mo. 266.2389 after 4 p.m.

FOR RENT: UNFURN. 2 bdrm. apt.
Drapes, stove, refrig. Pets & child allowed. $87/mo. 5 min. from SJS. 2935995.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 21 or
over 1/7 block from SJS. $55/mo. Call
Cathie 298-1504 after 3 p.m.
REAL ESTATE MAJOR: Get a taste of
the market. Owner will pay $200 cash to
student who can find buyer for 3 bdrm.
rental. 298-5709 evenings or post card
1263 Magnolia Ave.. S.J.
ROOMS WITH KITCHEN priv. Apart.
meet to be shared, also house, room &
board. 69 S. 10th St. after 10 a.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED immed
lately to share with 3 others. $40/mo. 63
S. 9th St. #2. 287.6028.
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES wanted.
Share house. Own room. $43/mo. Low
util. 286-8507. 54 S. 14th St.
I OR 2 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
to share 2 bdrm. apt. Spring semester or
sooner. Stop by 598 S. 9th St. #6.
NEED 2 FEMALE roommates to share 2
bdrm. apt. Spring semester. 599 S. 10th
St. #34. 293-2882.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED before
Feb. 12 to share 2 bdrm. apt. 2/ 3 others
$37/mo. Beautiful interior. 695 S. I Ith.
293-2193.
ga TIME -S. LAKE TAHOE-Lark II
Apts. New, completely fare., kit., 1-2
bdrm. Weekend or weekly rates. East Bay
415-524.5572, Tahoe 702-588-3331.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
apt. 2/ 2 other girls. $50/mo. each. 635
S. 11th St. Call Kuk; #202, 294-2916.
NEED 1 OR 2 FEMALE roommates for
apt. 1/2 block off campus. Spring semester. Call 295-6038.
MEN & WOMEN. SEPARATE college
approved housing. Available for spring
semester. Room & board. Call 292-7278.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Senior
preferred. Share 2 bdrm. apt. 451 S.
10th St. $65/mo. 293-7335 after 5.

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN MR, CALIF. 95114
Plans allow 2 days after &deg Ise ad la wpm.

Days

L

